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Abstract 
Internal quantum efficiency of cells after laser assisted processes has been studied in this work. A 1070 nm CW laser beam was 
used for doping a p-type substrate from a predeposited spin-on dopant source. External and internal quantum efficiencies were 
measured. The IQE of the cell suggests formation of deep junction after laser doping. To study this, PC1D simulation has been 
done for different junction depth and similar shape of IQE curve is obtained when junction depth is more than 2 μm. Laser 
assisted drive-in was then performed on finished solar cell. The laser beam scan speed was varied and its effect on IQE was 
measured. The IQE suggests a small variation of junction depth with scan speed however surface quality is expected to be 
different. From the comparison of PC1D simulation and experimental data, a junction depth of 9 μm is obtained for uniform 
doping profile of the emitter. 
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1. Introduction 
Application of laser assisted processes in silicon solar cell fabrication has been of growing interest due to fast 
processing with reliability, easy process integration and cost-effectiveness. Such laser assisted processes include 
laser fired back contact, selective emitter fabrication by laser doping, edge isolation and contact isolation, silicon 
nitride ablation for contact opening, laser-drilling for metal wrap through and emitter wrap-through structure etc [1-
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3]. Many of these processes have immediate applicability in large scale production due to easy addition in process 
line. Some of them are used in specialized solar cell structure. 
Among several processes, laser doping or laser induced diffusion is considered to have a great potential in 
production. As an example, selective emitter formed by laser doping is an efficiency boosting feature in 
conventional solar cell structure. The laser doping process enables fast diffusion of impurities from a predeposited 
source due to liquid phase diffusion. When a ‘source’ like spin-on dopant film or phosphor-silicate glass (PSG) 
formed after tube furnace diffusion is available, the dopant atoms contained with the emitter is driven-in. After the 
laser doping, the junction depth formed can be several micrometers deep [4]. If a deep junction is formed, the 
conversion efficiencies of different wavelength and the shape of quantum efficiency curve also changes. The 
quantum efficiency thus can be used to study diffusion process and deep junction formed. 
In this work, we have studied the internal quantum efficiency of laser doped cell and found that the shape of the 
curve drastically changes after laser doping. The effect of deep junction on internal quantum efficiency was thus 
studied by PC1D simulation. Finally, laser beam scanning at different speeds were applied to check its effect on the 
diffused emitter quality. The experimental data was compared with simulated data to obtain information about the 
emitter. 
2. Experimental Methods 
A fibre laser source of wavelength 1070 nm (SPI Lasers) with maximum output power of 25 W has been used in 
this study. This is a continuous wave (CW) laser with the beam pulsed by a chopper. With the focusing lens used, 
the beam-width of the laser was measured to 10 – 13 μm. The laser output power was set to 12.5 W. The actual 
output power though depends on the duty cycle used. The duty cycle was selected between 8 – 10% while the pulse 
repetition rate was fixed at 8.4 kHz. These values were selected based on some preliminary optimization to obtain a 
uniform doping. 
For measurement of quantum efficiency, two types of samples were prepared – one was prepared by laser 
assisted drive-in of the dopant contained in the emitter of a finished solar cell and the other was prepared by laser 
doping on p-type substrate. For preparation of the first type of sample, finished solar cells (Bharat Electronics Ltd.) 
were used. The sample has busbar-finger pattern and SiNX antireflection coating on the front side. The laser beam 
was scanned through the ARC with scan speed varying between 2, 10 and 40 mm/s and 5 μm of separation. As the 
SiNX is transparent to wavelength of 1070 nm, the silicon beneath the ARC absorbs the laser beam. Silicon melts at 
high temperatures and drive-in of the dopant atoms contained within the thin emitter happens. The ARC coating also 
gets ablated during this process. For sample preparation of laser doping, p-type substrate with resistivity 4 -7 Ω-cm 
and <100> orientation was used. After cleaning the substrate in Piranha solution, it was spin-coated with 
phosphorous spin-on-dopant (P509, Filmtronics Inc.) at speed 3000 rpm. The film was then baked at 250 oC for 10 
min. Laser doping was then performed using a beam scan speed of 40 mm/s on an area of 15 mm × 15 mm area with 
5 μm of separation. This ensures that there is no space left between the scan lines. After the laser doping, the 
remaining film was removed by 2% HF solution and DI water rinse subsequently. Ni/Cu contact was then deposited 
on the front side and thermal evaporation of aluminium was done to form back side contact. Both these type of 
samples were then used for further characterizations.  
3. Results and discussions 
Fig. 1 represents the surface morphologies of the samples after laser assisted drive-in as obtained from scanning 
electron microscope (Raith150-Two). The surface becomes roughened due to multiple melting and cooling cycles as 
the laser process is done. The finished solar cells have pyramidal textures on the surface. However, the surface is 
restructured after laser assisted drive-in and no pyramid is visible. Similar morphology is also obtained when laser 
doping on second type of sample is done. In that case surface is polished but they become rough after laser doping. 
The average (Ra) and route mean square roughness (Rq) of the surface of both types of samples was measured using 
3D optical microscope (Zeta Instruments) and the results are presented in Table 1. The surface roughness for both 
type of samples are of same order. As stated earlier, a polished substrate was used for laser doping. Hence the 
variation in surface roughness depends only on laser doping parameters. While in case laser induced drive-in on 
finished solar cell, the surface roughness may depend on the local textures of random pyramids. 
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Fig. 1. Surface morphology after laser assisted drive-in on finished solar cell for scan speed of (a) 2 mm/s; (b) 10 mm/s; (c) 40 mm/s. 
Table 1. Surface roughness of laser processed samples. 
 
 
The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of a cell provides details about electrical losses and carrier collection at 
different regions of the cell. To understand the effect of junction depth on IQE, PC1D simulation was done with 
different junction depths and uniform doping concentration. The P doping profile after laser doping has been 
reported as nearly uniform throughout the depth of emitter [5, 6]. Hence, uniform doping profile of the emitter has 
been taken as an assumption for the PC1D simulations. The doping density and junction depths were adjusted for 
each case so as to keep the sheet resistance to a low value as obtained from laser doping. Fig. 2 provides the PC1D 
simulation results of IQE for different junction depths. It can be seen from the figure that as the junction depth 
increases, the IQE of the cell changes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. PC1D simulation results of internal quantum efficiencies for different junction depths assuming a uniform doping profile of emitter. As 
the junction depth increases, a single peak is observed near the end of the spectrum. 
As the doping profile is uniform, the separation of carrier in emitter relies largely on diffusion length. On the 
other hand, the sheet resistance assumed being low, the recombination activity is expected to be high. The response 
of the front side, thus, reduces significantly as the junction depth increases. For junction depths above 2 μm, a single 
Scan speed (mm/s) 
Laser doping Laser drive-in 
Ra (μm) Rq (μm) Ra (μm) Rq (μm) 
2 0.45 0.57 0.45 0.56 
10  0.39 0.48 0.47 0.57 
40  0.38 0.48 0.65 0.80 
a b c 
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peak in IQE curve is observed with maximum efficiency less than 80%. There is a slight shift of the peak (from 850 
nm to 900 nm) as the depth of junction changes from 4 μm to 10 μm. The maximum value of the IQE also reduces. 
Thus the IQE profile represents the information about junction depth and front side emitter. 
Fig. 3 depicts the external and internal quantum efficiencies and reflectance of a laser doped solar cell. As can be 
seen from the figure, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the cell for almost entire spectrum is very poor and it 
gives a peak at 890 nm with a maximum of 45% of conversion efficiency. The laser doping leads to high 
concentration of dopant atoms in the emitter region. Thus the recombination activity also enhances and carrier 
diffusion length reduces. On the other hand, when the junction formed is deep, the carrier generated near the front 
surface cannot reach the junction and thus the response from high energy photon may be less. The reflectance of the 
samples after laser doping or drive-in is significantly high although the surface is rough. The reflectance is lower 
than polished silicon though. The IQE of the cell thus shows similar nature as of EQE with a variation of magnitude, 
as seen from Fig. 3. This type of IQE curve is expected when the junction is as deep as several micrometers. No 
surface passivation on either surface was used. The front surface being subjected to multiple heating and cooling 
cycles, it is also expected that some defects are formed during the laser doping and it led to very poor IQE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. EQE, IQE and reflectance of cell prepared by laser doping. The peak near 900 nm suggests formation of a deep junction. 
 
Fig. 4. IQE of finished cell after laser assisted drive-in. The laser beam was fired through the SiNX ARC. The expected effect was redistribution 
of phosphorous dopant atoms present in the emitter layer. 
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The finished solar cell was irradiated with laser beam with different speeds. In an earlier work, junction depth 
after laser doping was estimated using wet chemical etching [7]. It was observed that as the scan speed reduces, the 
junction depth increases. Similar behaviour was expected as the scan speed changes in this case. As the junction 
depth increases, there should be a change in position of the peak in IQE. Fig. 4 represents the internal quantum 
efficiencies of the finished cell after laser assisted drive-in. No significant shift of the peak is observed in the IQE. 
Hence it can be inferred that the actual junction depth may not be varying largely for these conditions and junction 
depths are around 10 μm for different scan speed.  The change in magnitude of IQE may be explained with 
following arguments. When a lower scan speed is used the retention time of laser on the sample is enhanced. This 
leads to higher probability of defect formation during laser assisted drive-in and hence the IQE reduces for slower 
scan speed. 
 To estimate the junction depth from the experimental IQE, PC1D simulation was done. Fig. 5 presents the 
comparison of both experimental and simulation data. The experimental data corresponds to the IQE of finished cell 
after laser assisted drive-in with a scan speed of 2 mm/s. The internal quantum efficiency data was matched with the 
experimental data by varying different parameters of interest. Two different type of emitter doping profile was 
considered – uniform doping profile and Gaussian doping profile. In these cases, junction depth, surface 
concentration, front and back surface recombination velocity, bulk minority carrier lifetime etc. were varied. The 
values of different parameters for these two cases are presented in Table 2. It can be seen that simulated value of 
junction depth is 9 μm for uniform doping profile and 13 μm for Gaussian profile. Hence, these results suggest the 
formation of a deep junction using laser assisted drive-in and the junction depth is around 10 μm. The front surface 
recombination velocity was found to be very high from the simulation data and this suggests presence of high 
surface defects. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. IQE of finished cell after laser assisted drive-in compared with simulated results of cell with deep junction, assuming uniform and 
Gaussian profile of dopant atoms. 
Table 2. Parameters used in simulation. 
Parameters Uniform doping profile Gaussian doping profile 
Emitter surface concentration 5×1018 cm-3 3×1019 cm-3 
Junction depth 9 μm 13 μm 
Sheet resistance 9.1 Ω/□ 5.2 Ω/□ 
Bulk minority carrier lifetime 5 μs 4 μs 
Front SRV 105 cm/s 104 cm/s 
Back SRV 103 cm/s 103 cm/s 
Cell thickness 200 μm 200 μm 
Substrate  resistivity 1×1016 cm-3 1×1016 cm-3 
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4. Conclusion 
Phosphorous atoms contained in the emitter of a finished solar cell were driven-in using a laser beam. The 
pyramidal surface morphology of the cell is transformed into a different one due to multiple melting and cooling 
cycles. The IQE shows a single peak near 900 nm. When the quantum efficiency of laser doped solar cell were 
studied, similar shape of IQE curve was obtained. This suggests formation of a deep junction after laser assisted 
process. The comparison of experimental data with PC1D simulation results are in agreement with this observation. 
However, there is no significant shift of the peak of IQE as the scan speed of laser beam is varied. Hence, it is 
concluded that there is not much variation of junction depths as the scan speed is varied. The front surface 
recombination velocity is expected to be high due to laser induced defect formation. Deep junction, poor front 
surface quality and high doping concentration in the emitter leads to very poor internal quantum efficiency in the 
shorter wavelength range. 
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